A Introduction
urrent state of the art engine controls have converged on the notion of the Full Authority Digital Engine Control (FADEC), which consists of a centralized controller with two independent channels to provide redundancy and improved availability. As 'Full Authority' implies, the operation of the engine is completely dependent on the proper operation of the controller. In current systems, the FADEC is often located on the relatively cool engine fan case to allow use of conventional electronics or is fuel cooled if located more centrally on the engine, the later approach being more costly due to complexity of the controller enclosure.
One of the big challenges of the all-in-one approach involves development and life cycle costs. The typical FADEC is optimized for a particular engine, which limits application-to-application re-use. Each new application is often a 'clean sheet' design. It also means that any obsolescence issues often have to be handled by a major redesign of the controller. New features can only be added during a major redesign effort. The many unique designs mean no commonality, costly spares provisioning, no recurring cost leverage, and limited opportunity for technology insertion. 
C
It has long been hypothesized that considerable savings in development cost, weight, and life cycle cost could be realized, if a distributed architecture were implemented. To date, these perceived savings have yet to overcome the considerable hurdles to implementation of such an architecture. Beside the extreme temperature environment on some parts of a jet engine, no communications technology has yet been adopted by which multiple suppliers can contribute engine components (e.g. sensors, actuators, etc) that are interoperable over a common bus interface.
Advances in electronics and faulttolerant communication technology have helped to achieve greater functionality at reasonable cost as exemplified by the Modular Aerospace Controls (MAC) architecture developed by Honeywell in 2000 (see Figure 1) . A Modular architecture based on the COTS TTP protocol, MAC enabled modular re-use within the FADEC system boundary, allowing engine customization to be achieved via the selection of generic modules. Initially targeted at three engines, the re-use of the MAC architecture has been very promising in this regard. The architecture modularity and systematic redundancy management, leveraging the composability and determinism of the time-triggered TTP protocol has also been demonstrated to significantly reduce non-recurring engineering expense and design complexity. However more radical measures will be necessary to achieve significant reductions in the future. The implementation of intelligent propulsion concepts requires advancements in the area of robust distributed control synthesis techniques with embedded systems, automated diagnostics, and development of advanced enabling technologies such as smart sensors and actuators. Concepts integrating distributed sensing, actuation and control logic will impact performance and the environment for micro-level control of parameters for a fault-tolerant turbine engine of the future.
These challenges involve the optimization of performance and improving reliability in the face of constraints on communication bandwidth, congestion, and contention for communication resources, delay, jitter, noise, fading, and the management of signal transmission power. Taking a broad view of distributed networked intelligent control systems, we find that in addition to the challenges of meeting real-time demands in controlling data flow through various feedback paths in the network, there are complexities associated with mobility and the constantly changing relative positions of intelligent nodes which are connected to sensors and actuators and other embedded systems in the network. In designing a control system for turbine engines there are many application-specific challenges that will be encountered in trying to implement a control system in addition to those mentioned above. Some of these challenges are design specific and some are hierarchical distributed control system related. These challenges includes system timing issues where different portions of the overall system may be operating at different sampling times and in synchronous or asynchronous modes. There may be many control inputs and sensed outputs and interactions between spatially distributed parts of the plant.
However, in other industries Distributed Control Systems (DCS) have been shown to be a reliable method since several decades ago. In addition in the 1980's through 1990's, DCS has been suggested and demonstrated by several technologies in aerospace applications. The US Air Force has been funding several programs related to distributed control to increase the technology levels for turbo engines. However, many technology maturations have been taking place in other fields. Several trade studies have suggested that DCS is becoming more attractive in aerospace applications for lower cost and obsolescence issues. Application of DCS for turbine engines requires additional technology maturation to make DCS more practical, reliable, and less expensive. DCS requires drastic change in the design process as well as supply chain changes in Tier 1 and Tier 2. Justifications for use of DCS to take advantage of the benefits offered by DCS needs to be proven and a cost/benefit analysis must be performed. prior to implementation. DCS does not imply a specific architecture; instead a clustering of different system elements can be arranged in any configuration that best maximizes customer value. That said, distributed control architectures, drawing hardware nodes from pre-existing programs, permit re-combining into a newly capable system to minimize cost. Coupled with control strategy tools and techniques, the re-distribution of hardware and reuse of software components is virtually transparent. In addition, the application of distributed control to multiple applications, in both hardware and software, benefits the prototyping phase with reduced schedule, cost, and risk. Therefore such a strategy offers promise to meet the challenges of the industry as shown in Table 1 . However, in this paper, we are not trying to justify the use of DSC for future applications. DCS needs to develop ranges of architectural changes appropriate for specific applications. Hardware and software adapted for DCS needs to be designed and be implemented. These technologies require many challenges from sensors, communication, protocols, cost, performance, actuation systems, processing capability, and higher temperature components capability. The need for high temperature electronics for control system in the turbine engine is not new. There are a number of companies including Honeywell engaged in manufacturing of these components. Additionally, a number of recent requirement changes have pushed the upper operating temperature range limit higher [Goe98] (see Table  1 ). The focus of this paper is the communications architecture required to support the DCS. From the lessons learned on MAC, and other demonstrators, the attributes and properties of the communications system are a key enabler for cost effective system realization. Modular distributed real-time engine control architectures will require open communication infrastructure that will be able to satisfy all the engine control architectural needs with added functions of increasing sophistication and multiple levels of control. Communications architectures for real-time high-speed, large-volume data transfer are required to provide modular control systems connectivity with low latency and high reliability for safety critical components. We therefore start this paper with a review of the requirements for the communications system within the distributed control system. We then review some current and emerging communications technologies with respect to their strengths and weaknesses in light of these requirements. Next we present a dependability augmentation strategy based on a Braided Ring topology, called BRAIN. Finally, we illustrate how a hybrid system architecture may be implemented integrating the BRAIN for onengine distributed control and high-performance time-triggered switched Ethernets for computational hosting.
I. Communications Requirements for Distributed Engine Control Architectures
The goals of the distributed control vision can only be realized if a standard communications infrastructure can be achieved. In this section, the requirements for such an infrastructure are briefly examined. Several papers outlining the requirements of the network for distributed control applications have been published [JJ+03] [Rus01] [PH08] . The following summarizes and highlights these requirements:
Real-Time Communication and Determinism. Timely, deterministic and bounded communications guarantee that data delivery is essentially constant and communication-induced jitter is minimal, which are assumptions made in real-time control systems [WNT95] . Deterministic communication also simplifies the system integration process.
Support for Architectural Composability. Architectural composability concerns about the evolution of a system architecture over time without, or with minimal, impact on existing established architecture. For example, adding or removing a node should not result in a complete re-assessment of communication performance and have minimal impact on existing communication patterns. Rushby [Rus01] talks about partitioning properties of networks. Partitioning is basically another word for architecture composability that also explicitly extends the definition to consider fault situations. In addition to properties mentioned above, Kopetz and Obermaisser [KO02] argue that independent development at node-level should be supported by specification of a precise interface.
Synchronization is a key requirement for control systems to achieve not only real-time communication and determinism which supports architectural composibility in the time domain, but also to coordinate access to shared and limited resources hence minimizing resource requirements. If required, synchronization can also be leveraged for time-stamping of events and/or to coordinate output in distributed systems.
Depedendability spans a multitude of different aspects. Protocol-level fault tolerance and Robustness: For any safety relevant system, the core algorithms of the protocol action need to be sufficiently tolerant to faults. The protocol should not be left vulnerable to any justifiable fault scenarios including tolerance of transient faults if required by the environment. For protocols that leverage synchronization, the foundation and assumptions of the synchronization algorithms are paramount. The synchronization protocol should not only include fault tolerant clock synchronization during synchronous operation, but should also consider the less often invoked but equally important startup and integration scenarios The protocol behavior of synchronization should not only include tolerance to all faults within the fault hypothesis, but also include means to address robustness aspects in order to resolve any potential system state after faults outside of the fault hypothesis, within bounded periods in a legal system state. Such robustness is also called self-stabilization of a protocol and in the case of synchronous communication networks referred to as clique resolution or aggregation [PH08, SPK06] .
Message Authentication and timeliness: For distributed systems, the ability of the communication protocol to authentic a signals source is very important, since voting planes and other fault mitigation strategies built commonly on top of the communication infrastructure may be defeated by masquerade failures. The core protocol itself should also be tolerant to masquerade induced protocol failures if suitable masquerade protection strategies such as guardians are not provided. Similarly, a communication protocol should ensure that a signal sourced by a node, is delivered within a timely manner. For communications systems that incorporate storage during message transport, e.g. Switches, strategies for the erroneous delay and re-cycling of messages need to be provided. Independence and coverage of Fault containment capabilities: For protocols that implement protection and fault containment services e.g. [BKS03] [HD+05] [HPD07] , the fault coverage and strength of the protection is key. If not sufficiently independent, it may lead to dependability vulnerability and escapes. In addition, since "covering functions" are usually transparent to normal mode operation, mechanisms to periodically check (i.e. scrub) the protections are required in order to detect latent faults. Exercising of the protection circuit can be a non-trivial task and should be considered during the design of the communication network.
Physical layer Robustness and Isolation: The physical layer and strength of the protocol topology is also an important attribute, especially in harsh environments, where physical damage, e.g. fire, etc., may occur. Such events can lead to "spatial proximity faults" that may cause damage to the communications medium at at single physical location. A simple local short could result in loss of system-wide communication. In addition, the physical layer needs to support special requirements of isolation against environment or system faults, such as ground faults or lightning (e.g. by being able to be transformer coupled). Interlocking and Protocol Mode Control: For protocols that incorporate loading and diagnostic modes of operation, interlocking between the different modes needs to be assured. Usually such diagnostic and loading modes of operation are not designed to be fault-tolerant, and may indeed require nodes to be taken off-line. Therefore, inadvertent entry into such modes may impact system availability.
Protocols should scale with the current and future expected needs of the network deployment.
Low Complexity: The design correctness or integrity needs to be assured for safety-critical environments, which is also often referred to as the certification process. The complexity of a communication network can have a significant impact on the guarantees of correctness and/or certification costs. Therefore, it should be the goal to minimize complexity.
Efficient Redundancy Management: Independence of layers on top of network; all system-level protocols should consider faults of the software on top of the network. Since software faults can be common mode faults, any vulnerability -often present by simple dependency of initiation of the algorithms on software -should be avoided if possible [PH07] . If not, all software hosted on top of the network needs to be assured to the level required by the system. Scalability: Scaling of the number of nodes in a DCS, within expected ranges, is an important property. This means the adding of nodes should not require redesign of the whole communication architecture (e.g. physical layer drivers in busses only have limited drive capability preventing extension unless properly designed; point-to-point architectures are more favorable) and maintain performance requirements (bandwidth). Non-functional properties such as reliability and an independent of number of nodes are also favorable.
II. Discussion of Current and Emerging Communication Technologies
Over the past decade, a number of communication technologies have been considered viable solutions for the distributed engine control problem. This section briefly describes some of the favored technologies in light of the desired attributes discussed above. This section is not an exhaustive examination or survey of all suitable technologies; our purpose is to briefly illustrate the current "state of the art" and to identify the challenges in deploying current communications technologies.
A Controller Area Network
Controller Area Network (CAN) was originally developed for the automotive industry by Robert Bosh. GmbH. Since its introduction in the early 1990's, CAN has become the defacto networking standard within the automotive industry. Hence, CAN is now commonly integrated into embedded microcontroller platforms and therefore is very attractive from a cost perspective because the costs associated with CAN protocol itself are largely removed. CAN has also been demonstrated within a laboratory environment to supply suitable bandwidth for a distributed engine control architecture [TB+99] . However, although inexpensive and pervasive, CAN has a number of dependability challenges in relation to safety-relevant application deployment.
When implementing a carrier sense, multiple arbitration (CSMA) scheme, CAN nodes monitor and arbitrate access to the communications medium according to the priority of the message that they want to send. Messages with higher priority are non-destructively arbitrated using a bit-wise arbitration of a globally-assigned unique message identifier that is transmitted at the head of each CAN frame. Contending nodes that lose arbitration immediately reconfigure to receive the winning message. It has been argued that by using a suitable allocation of message priorities the worst-case temporal behavior of message propagation can be established using analysis. [TB+99] . However, as the network load increases, the determinism of the CAN network breaks down. Similarly, the predictability and composability also degrades as nodes and messages are added and removed from the network.
With respect to fault-tolerance, the CAN Protocol encompasses a number of node-local, self-monitoring strategies that require erroneous nodes to "remove themselves" from the network in response to detected erroneous conditions and strike counters. However, CAN provides no means of independent fault-containment, thus a faulty node that does not "obey protocol" can disrupt and inhibit communications availability. In addition, since CAN is implemented as a bus topology, it is also vulnerable to spatial proximity faults; physical damage to the communications medium at any single point can lead to loss of communications availability. The data-link layer is also not DC-balanced, hence electrically isolating components is not straightforward.
With respect to communications integrity, CAN offers little protection as it has no mechanisms to implement system partitioning guarantees. On a CAN network, any node is allowed to send any message; therefore, the masquerade vulnerability (the ability to erroneously source a message from an incorrect location) is systemic, and such failures have been observed during software and hardware fault-injection campaigns [SM05] . Studies have also uncovered vulnerabilities with respect to interference between CAN's CRC and bit-stuffing implementation [TB+99] and issues of atomic broadcast consistency [RV+98] .
A number of dependability augmentation strategies have been proposed for CAN, including simple guardian schemes [BB03] , physical layer isolation and reconfiguration schemes [SO+06] , and centralized guardian approaches [BP+06], [HP+07] . Similarly, high-level protocols such as TT-CAN [LH01] and FT-CAN [AFF98] [APF02] have also been proposed to increase CAN fault-tolerance and determinism. However, these strategies require augmentation above the core protocol, and as such, the costs, overheads, and complexities of implementing the extensions must be considered in addition to the costs of the base protocol.
B Time-triggered Protocol: TTP
is a technology that was designed for safety-critical transportation systems (automotive, aerospace, railway) [TTA98] and originally intended to be the low cost communications platform for full-authority hard realtime, x-by-wire control applications [XbW98] . Developed in the mid 1990's, TTP is a fully deterministic protocol implementing a strictly time-triggered communications model. In TTP, each node is allocated access to the network in accordance with a static a priori configured TDMA schedule. Unlike CAN, the determinism of a TTP network is not affected by network loading. The strong, deterministic nature of the communications model offers strong system composabilty that allows messages to be added or removed from the network without impact-providing that they are suitably provisioned within the initial TDMA schedule. Therefore, TTP offers significant advantages over CAN in relation to certification and incremental change management.
TTP is a strong candidate for a distributed control communications backbone. It has been successfully applied to representative FADEC data flows within the Honeywell Modular Aerospace Control (MAC) in use across multiple engine platforms. . In addition, following its deployment within commercial aerospace applications such as A380 and the Boeing 787, the TTP communications controller itself has been argued to satisfy the stringent requirements of FAA DO-254 and DO-178; as such, it is very attractive for aerospace focused applications. With the provision for Manchester encoding at the data link layer, TTP also enables easy galvanic transformer isolation between distributed components.
Although strong in many areas, the lessons learned during the first 10 years of working with TTP in MAC indicate that there are areas for possible improvement. The scheduling of TTP networks in heavily loaded systems is non-trivial, complicated by the constraints of the strict TDMA protocol, in the form of same slot order and same slot size per node/per TDMA round. Hence good scheduling capability and associated tooling is essential. Secondly, the fail-silence fault hypothesis, that underpins the protocol, needs to be carefully examined in relation to the needs and implementation of the target application domain. For the MAC platform an independent lowcomplexity central bus guardian was developed to maximize fault containment. Finally, in common with any protocol with strong autonomous behavior, the system level influence and interaction of core protocol algorithmic behavior needs to be carefully examined with respect to the requirements and implementation constraints of the target application. The continued research [SK06] of time-triggered protocols presents some interesting advances and capabilities with respect to robust time-triggered communication.
C FlexRay TM
FlexRay [Fle05] has been designed as an alternative to TTP for the next generation of automotive x-by-wire applications. Targeting more flexibility, FlexRay offers two types of communication: strict time-triggered messaging, and mini-slot arbitrated dynamic messaging that enables run-time, priority-based message arbitration. In many ways the suitability of FlexRay to distributed control is similar to that of TTP. With respect to scheduling constraints, FlexRay offers different trade-offs, providing the flexibility for nodes to send more than once in a round, with the additional constraint that all TDMA transmissions need to be the same size. Note that, since FlexRay provides no guarantees with respect to the dynamic segment, i.e. the mini-slotting protocol, it is uncertain whether this capability could be used by safety-relevant functions, and it is therefore not considered a viable mitigation to the scheduling issues.
In relation to fault-tolerance of the FlexRay protocol there is no fault-tolerance hypothesis stated or published. The protocol exhibits vulnerabilities during start-up and node integration [HPD07] . Finally, although FlexRay is finding gradual acceptance in the automotive industry and being integrated onto next-generation microcontroller platforms, the lack of D0-254 certification may inhibit broad aerospace acceptance. In addition, the physical encoding scheme of the network is not DC balanced; hence, electrically isolating nodes from the communications medium may be a challenge. Furthermore the protocol and physical layer is optimized for automotive usage and therefore specified to maximum 24 meters length.
D Intellibus
IntelliBus is a transducer bus developed by Boeing and Aeroflex from the aerospace domain targeted for automotive and similar applications [Ell01] [Bau04]. IntelliBus's protocol leverages a master/slave-based bus mechanism derived from MIL-STD-1553B. In Intellibus, a Network Interface Controller (NIC) functions as a master that coordinates sendnig, receiving, and management of multiple network device interfaces (NDIs). IntelliBus deploys multiple variants of physical layers, which are designed having electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) friendliness in mind. The physical targets up to 30 Mbit/s. Intellibus also contains additional features such as a discovering, recognizing and assigning logical addresses, which is called the membership service. IntelliBus is not yet widely used and has many advantages for use in distributed control networks, like master/slavedriven variable schedule deployment, which allows bandwidth-efficient deployment in sensor networks, and no requirement for a host processor in NDIs, which allows very simple transducer implementations for NDIs. A main drawback of IntelliBus for safety-critical deployment is that it does not address dependability support at the network level. Even though multiple redundant interfaces and busses can be deployed, the protocol itself is linked on the logical (protocol) level leaving redundancy useless for device fault that could impact protocol operation. Also even simple failures like babbling nodes are not tolerated as no guardian support is provided.
E IEEE-1394/ SAE 5643
Another technology often discussed in the context of distributed control is IEEE-1394b [IEE02] and, more specifically, SAE AS 5643 [SAE06b] protocol extension. Finding acceptance as the backbone network on an advanced jet fighter, IEEE1394 is often favored due to its high bandwidth capabilities. However, being conceived to satisfy the requirements of consumer electronics with provisions for plug-and-play etc., IEEE 1394 is an interesting challenge with respect to fault-tolerance. On the positive side, the point-to-point connectivity of the IEEE-1394 tree topology provides a foundation on which spatial proximity and physical medium fault-tolerance can be built. Indeed, the core link layer protocol of IEEE-1394 can detect and reconfigure physical layer connectivity in response to a detected connectivity failure or requested connectivity reset. On the negative side, the ability of the core protocol to reset and reconfigure presents a significant challenge to availability. Unfortunately, IEEE 1394B presents no mechanisms to guard against erroneous bus reset or connectivity upsets. In addition, since the loss of power to a PHY on one node may result in a system-wide reset, to meet any level of dependability a specialized power architecture that contains such faults is required. Similarly, since IEEE-1394 protocol flow is determined by software, the protocol is also vulnerable to software-induced errors, including inadvertent bus reset faults. IEEE-1394 is also vulnerable to integrity failure since the protocol incorporates no authentication mechanisms for message transport, even though the basic topology is implemented using active repeater stage action. With such an active repetition action it is difficult to argue that a CRC alone will be sufficient to capture all possible node induced errors, since CRC fault coverage assumptions may not hold [PM05] .
The SAE 5643 extensions partially mitigate this integrity failure vulnerability by introducing heart-beat and message sequencing fields into higher level protocol action. This protocol also addresses some of the timing indeterminism of 1394 by implementing a master driven TDMA protocol on top of the underlying IEEE-1394 asynchronous data transport mechanisms. Since the protocol depends on the underlying IEEE 1394 foundation, it is difficult to argue any level of protocol fault tolerance even with these extensions. For systems that have leveraged IEEE-1394, extensive architectural mitigation with multiple independent networks are required as suggested by the reference architecture of SAE 5643. Such architectural mitigations may drive overhead and redundancy in costconstrained environments.
F Aerospace and Industrial Ethernets

F.1.1 ARINC 664
Another broadband technology that has gained significant traction with aerospace and industrial control is Ethernet. In aerospace applications, ARINC 664 [ARI05] or AFDX™ (a full-duplex, profiled, switched Ethernet) has established itself as the de facto standard on large air transport applications. It is deployed on both the Airbus A380 and Boeing 787.
ARINC-664 augments standard switched Ethernet by incorporating additional enforcement mechanisms with message rate limiting and source authentication in the switch, together with additional message traffic shaping and redundancy management services in end-systems. The data flow of ARINC 664 is asynchronous, and the worst-case system behavior can only be predicted using the aggregation of all network data flows. Similar to CAN, the propagation of a message through the network depends on network loading but with much stronger jitter guarantees. System composibility is therefore compromised and incremental changes and certification need careful analysis and provisioning. Currently used and targeted as an avionics only solution, the initial ARINC 664 implementations are relatively costly when contrasted with COTS Ethernet technology. The lack of synchronization support as available in industrial real-time Ethernet complicates its deployment in high-speed real-time distributed control applications. Therefore the feasibility of ARINC 664 achieving cross-industry acceptance is uncertain at this time.
F.1.2 Ethernet Powerlink
Ethernet Powerlink [Pow06] is a deterministic real-time protocol mostly deployed in the industrial control application. Powerlink deploys a periodic access cycle over standard Ethernet. A cycle is divided in three major variable phases. In the start phase the current master node (managing node) sends out a synchronization message to all nodes. The start phase is followed by an isochronous phase, where the managing node addresses each node by a special request frame, which is answered individually by the addressed node. As each node is continuously listening, all nodes can listen to responses from other nodes. The third phase is the asynchronous phase and initiated by the managing node. During this phase standard IP-based protocols and addressing can be used.
In general Powerlink is a master-driven protocol with failure checks and an initial master selection and ability to take over masters. Yet, the approach is based on gentleman principles as such dependent on the master implementation in case of failures; therefore to meet high-availability requirements independent network segments may be required. With respect to integrity, the Ethernet Powerlink Safety (EPLsafety) protocol an extension to Powerlink which supports transport of safety-related data and short cycle times (100 microseconds) is recomemend.. It s argued to satisfy the requirements of SIL (safety integrity level) 3 as defined in IEC61508 [IEC05] . EPLsafety is based on checksums and network monitors for failure detection. As such, it achieves error detection coverage that may be limited as argued in [PM05].
F.1.3 EtherCAT™
EtherCAT [IEC04] is a master/slave based protocol on top of a full-duplex Ethernet physical layer. The physical topology can be nearly arbitrary, but the logical architecture forms a ring using both Ethernet directions for its deployment. The novel aspect of EtherCAT is that it uses a message insertion mechanism into Ethernet frame. Each node on the logical ring will insert message data into Ethernet frame data sections on-the-fly according to specified table entries and referenced by header information. The initial frame is sent by the master which signals to slaves via the EtherCAT header embedded in the Ethernet frame data. From this perspective it is similar to MOST [MOS05] . Due to this message insertion mechanism data can be distributed extremely fast (in the order of the Ethernet frame transmission time) and the bandwidth utilization is very efficient. A drawback of EtherCAT is that the insertion behavior requires dedicated non standard Ethernet hardware. However EtherCAT master nodes may be implemented using standard COTS hardware.
Dependability in EtherCAT is based on consistency checks. Due to its master/slave nature it is dependent on the implementation of the master. EtherCAT has a potential vulnerability with respect to data corruption as each forwarding node can access and potentially destroy or alter all data in an Ethernet frame. Integrity of data is determined by the checksum error detection coverage.
F.1.4 TTEthernet™
Time-triggered (TT) Ethernet is a recent addition to the real-time Ethernet protocols. A joint development undertaken by Honeywell and TTTech, TTEthernet is targeted at broad variety of cross industry applications e.g. aerospace, automotive and industrial control applications. TTEthernet provides backward compatibility with existing avionics standards ARINC 664 (at layer 2), while augmenting the services to support true real-time, time-triggered message exchange. It therefore offers similar real-time performance to the industrial Ethernets discussed above. However, targeted with the needs of fault-tolerant Avionics in mind the TTEthernet protocol offers additional fault tolerant synchronization start-up and error recovery algorithms. In addition to address scalability, TTEthernet also provides the ability to support multiple independent synchronization domains and thus enables the hosting of independently synchronized distributed sub-systems. Since TTEthernet uses a standard frame format (which can be compatible with ARINC-664) for all messages, communication between independent synchronous domains and asynchronous network clients is implicitly provided via normal TTEthernet switching action. Configuration configuration also introduces input congruency exchange where input validity if each input frame is exchanged and agreed between COM and MON components. TTEthernet also facilitates self-checking configurations for endsystem components. The near full fault coverage of the self-checking component configurations presents a validated fail-silent fault model. Such a model can be used to simplify application redundancy management schemes, since all data sourced from such modules is either good to detectably faulty.
High-integrity variants of
TTEthernet has also been conceived to function in mesh and line-based topologies, and therefore offers similar wiring optimizations: PowerLink and Ethertcat. However, with a focus on core dependability, TTEthernet offers additional fault containment and synchronization fault-tolerance when contrasted to industrially focused alternatives. TT-GbE, a Gb-only variant of TTEthernet has already been selected by NASA for use on the ORION manned space program. TTEthernet has been selected for an industrial automation application.
F.2 Conclusions With Respect To Current Communications Technologies
The previous sections have outlined some of the issues with current communications technologies. Although these technologies serve their target markets well, and some offer promise in the context of on engine distributed control, no single technology can meet the needs of a full distributed control vision. The constraints of on-engine operation and the desire to implement a truly integrated architecture preclude the use of architecture mitigation of multiple independent redundant network segments. Similarly, the overhead of centralized guardian schemes and associated constraints of centralized wiring topologies may also detract from efficient on-engine distribution. In addition the performance of on-engine electronics may limit the bandwidth capabilities of engine mounted communications hardware and therefore protocol efficiency and protocol scheduling restrictions may remain a significant concern. Finally as the computational needs of improved control and life optimizing algorithms increase, the scalability of the communications and computational architecture is also an increasingly important consideration.
G Dependability Augmentation Using a BRAIN
In this section, we introduce some dependability augmentation strategies that can be blended with any of the above technologies to close the identified gaps. The strategies presented are termed BRAIN, for Braided Ring Availability Integrity Network. The BRAIN is not a communications protocol per se; it is better viewed as a guardian and dependability augmentation strategy that can be fused with any protocol. See [HPD07] for an illustration of this strategy that uses FlexRay. Much of the rationale that underpins the BRAIN was adopted from the lessons learned during the application of TTP to the MAC architecture. Hence, the BRAIN strategy was conceived to address the significant challenges of on engine distributed control.
As the name suggests, the BRAIN is built upon a braidedring topology that augments the standard ring topology with increased connectivity. In addition to neighboring connections, a node is also connected to its neighbor's neighbor via a link called the braid or skip link (see Figure  3) .
The BRAIN is a flooding network, as opposed to a store-andforward network; hence, inter-node propagation delay is minimal, comprising only a few bits delay for each hop. For protocols such as TTP and FlexRay, the BRAIN can be viewed as a logical bus from a protocol perspective. Forming a bi-directional ring, the BRAIN offers two channels, directions of availability, and multiple mechanisms to augment data integrity. For a detailed review of the mechanisms refer to [HD+05] [PH08] [PH07] . However, a brief summary of these mechanisms is given in the next section.
A Guardian Action
Guardian capability is incorporated into the BRAIN architecture via a Brother's Keeper Guardian physiology, where nodes guard their geographic neighbors. In synchronous operation, the nodes adjacent to the currentlyscheduled transmitter implement guardian enforcement actions, thus the guardian can be pictured as moving around the ring as the TDMA communication sequence progresses. The policies enforced by the guardian circuitry can vary dramatically depending upon protocol requirements and assumptions. Since the BRAIN topology enables the implementation of the guardian on board the same silicon as the communications controller, it is possible for the guardian to leverage the protocol state information maintained by the controller. Therefore, it is feasible for the guardian behavior to include intelligent, complex, fault-containment strategies, for example the enforcement of protocol semantic state correctness. For protocols such as IEE1394, such guardian action could also comprise the enforcement of STOF frame [SAE06b] source or message identification polices. Note that the geographic relation of the guardian ensures that guardian action is fully independent, even if it is embodied into the communications controller hardware.
Note that, with such a guardian strategy, the early bus topology limitation of slot order and slot size for protocols such as TTP and FlexRay may be conceptually removed. Using the Brother's Keeper guardian strategy, the central guardian overheads can be avoided and the cost savings of an integrated controller guardian component can be fully realized, without a loss of guardian integrity.
B High Integrity Data Propagation
The guardian strategy described above is sufficient to ensure that the nodes scheduled to transmit do not introduce erroneous messages into the system. However, in serialized topologies such as rings and trees, the Brother's Keeper guardian strategy does not protect against faults injected downstream of the guardian nodes. Also given that each node in such topologies comprises active repeater action, the topology is vulnerable to repeat stage induced errors discussed previously in relation to IEEE-1394. To mitigate this issue, the BRAIN incorporates additional high-integrity data propagation mechanisms which are described in detail in [HD+05] In summary, as data propagates around the ring, each node is monitored for correct data propagation by the next node downstream through bit-for-bit comparison between the data received on the direct and the skip link. Data corruption is signaled to nodes downstream with special integrity fields in the data flow or indicated via truncation, e.g. truncation before the CRC is propagated. The precise action depends on the configuration of the ring (full-duplex or half-duplex links) , the host protocol properties and framing, and fault tolerance level that is to be achieved. Because data flows in two directions, each node receives correct data despite any arbitrary or even malicious single point failure. To tolerate multiple faults, each receiving node compares data received from two directions and accepts data if it is bit-for-bit identical-even if it is not signaled with inline high data propagation integrity (integrity reconstitution). This comparison makes the system tolerant to multiple benign faults with high integrity. Extensions with achieving benign faults relying on detectable faults are possible.
C Topology Strength
The braided-ring topology of the BRAIN is also arguably optimal with respect to fault-tolerant systems. The reliability of braided-ring topologies has been investigated in literature and a research on this related to BRAIN is described in [HD+05] . Summarizing, the additional links provide significant additional reliability especially for long mission times.
In [PH07] , the reliability of braided-ring compared to dual-star topologies is evaluated in the context of extended dispatch scenarios very similar to time-limited dispatch in engine control systems as described in ARP5107 [ARI06]. The results are that braided rings generally outperform dual stars significantly in typical architecture and deployment scenarios with respect to reliability.
With point-to-point links, the BRAIN architecture implicitly addresses the spatial and physical layer damage issues discussed above and can tolerate complete loss of communications at any single geographic location on the ring. Similarly, a node may drop out from the ring and the system will remain operational with integrity guarantees intact. The point-to-point connectivity also mitigates physical layer composability of a shared medium bus topology. In a BRAIN topology, it is also possible to change the physical medium between ring segments. Thus, long segments or segments subject to harsh EMI, HIRF, and crosstalk requirements may be made optical without forcing the costs of the optical links to all systems nodes.
Additionally, the skip links in the BRAIN are mainly for integrity. Hence, the physical routing of skip links could be in the same shield as the direct links and potentially even via the neighboring boards, resulting in simple physical ring-like architectures from a cabling perspective as indicated in Figure 4 . .
III. An Example Distributed Architecture Using TTEthernet and BRAIN Fusion
The principal mechanisms of the BRAIN are largely protocol-agnostic and equally applicable to protocols such as FlexRay, TTP/C, and IEEE-1394. However, in light of the goals of the MAGIC [BAR07and Universal FADEC [BEH06] technology visions, we believe that an Ethernet-based implementation may be the best instantiation to meet short and long application needs for the following reasons: 1. Openness and pervasiveness of Ethernet technology.
Ethernet is everywhere, with even low-end processing elements such as PICs incorporating Ethernet hardware. Since industrial control is also migrating from CAN to Ethernet-based infrastructure, the availability of suitable Ethernet hardware is assured. 2. The inherent scalability of Ethernet.
Ethernet has demonstrated ability to scale and is a strong candidate for large-scale systems deployment, such as ground support and airframe systems. If the on-engine segments are also Ethernet, it is possible to remove the traditional overhead associated with gateway and conversions between sub-systems. 3. The ability to decouple between high-bandwidth and low-bandwidth communication segments via store and forward switching action. 4. This last point is particularly important, as it enables the separation of high-bandwidth computational exchange data-flow from on-engine control data-flow. Ethernet's ability to decouple sender and receiver using switching technology enables high performance producers to be decoupled from lower performance consumers. When this capability is integrated with a coordinated time-triggered data flow across high and low performance segments, it enables optimization of lower bandwidth on-engine data without limiting the performance of time-triggered high-bandwidth hosted computations. To illustrate the fusion of BRAIN and Ethernet, consider the hypothetical architecture is depicted in Figure 5 . In this initial architecture, the high-performance computation of control and prognostics functions have been completely removed from the engine and reside inside a generic integrated modular avionics (IMA) computational resource cabinets. For maximum availability and zonal fault tolerance the IMA is envisioned to be redundant and placed at separate positions in the airframe (i.e. in forward and aft electronics bays). Leveraging this independence in our example each engine is controlled via the resources of separate cabinets, thus any failure of a single cabinet cannot impact both engines. For maximum fault coverage and simpler system level redundancy management, the computational cards in this example architecture are expected to be self-checking and fail-passive in nature. Once again the investment in high-integrity computational platform is not a FADEC only expense, and can be amortized at the airframe level where the associated system returns from simplified redundancy management can present greater system level benefit. To leverage such resources effectively the architectural composability needs to be maintained. To achieve this, the only interface into the dedicated computation cards is Gbs time-triggered Ethernet. In the architecture shown each IMA cabinet is envisioned to be an independent time-triggered Ethernet synchronization domain where computational tasks are aligned with IO resources in accordance with the TTEthernet communications schedule. Each cabinet is therefore conceptually independent and communications between the cabinets is implemented using loosely couple asynchronous (ARINC 664) messaging. This path may also be used for cross-engine data exchange.
The connectivity between the computational cards and the on-engine communications segments is via a high integrity Time-triggered Ethernet switches. To realize real-time high speed control this communication is time- Figure 4 . Hybrid BRAIN TTEthernet Architecture triggered and therefore high deterministic in nature. The switches are fully schedule aware and enforce, buffer and dispatch messages in accordance with the time-triggered communications schedule. The buffering action of the switches also serves to decouple the high bandwidth computational resources from the lower bandwidth on engine network segments. At the time of writing the feasibility of achieving and/or requiring on-engine Gbs communications for control is currently uncertain; therefore, in this hypothetical architecture the on-engine control segments are implemented using a lower bandwidth for example 10 or 100Mbs full-duplex BRAIN-based Ethernet; which may be more applicable to the constraints and capabilities of high temperature components. Since both the BRAIN and TTEthernet are time-triggered, the timeline of the BRAIN-based communication segments can be driven by the high-integrity computational timeline of the IMA, and thus asynchronous boundaries and oversampling are avoided. Due to the decoupling action of the store and forward switch the high-integrity computational nodes need to "know nothing" of the lower bandwidth BRAIN constraints; everything is abstracted to a time-triggered Ethernet message. In addition since TTEthernet switches also incorporate time-triggered buffering and time-triggered store-and-forward action; the communications schedules of the high performance nodes may be further decoupled from the on-engine communications segments. This is particularly enabling, since it enables changes to the IMA (e.g. processor upgrades, new applications added etc) to be made without impacting the onengine behavior. Since the entire schedule is time triggered with a common timeline across both high-performance and on-engine segments this flexibility is achieved without any loss in real-time control performance. Simple worstcase deadline analysis can be used to justify cross segment schedule invariants, which can be maintained as system composability temporal anchors. This may greatly ease incremental certification arguments, as the temporal composability and interfaces to the on-engine electronics may be isolated from changes in the shared more volatile IMA schedule.
Additionally, since the high-integrity COM/MON configuration of the TTEthernet switch interfaces naturally as a self-checking interface to the BRAIN segments, with COM and Mon of the switches driving different BRAIN links, the integrity of crossing between the TTEthernet and BRAIN-based segments is assured using the simple mechanisms already present in the BRAIN.
The protocol implemented on the BRAIN-based segment may be a simple Ethernet, i.e. simple message flooding. Alternatively, if bandwidth is very scarce, a variant of the EtherCAT register insertion scheme could be used, i.e. nodes modify a packet in real-time as it is forwarded on the network (see section F.1.3). In either case, the integrity of the data during transport is protected by the BRAIN high-integrity data propagation mechanisms. In this initial archicture BRAIN based on-engine electronics are considered simple slaves to the IMA computation cabinets. Since all data on the network is sourced and relayed in a high-integrity manner, the on-engine control elements can be greatly simplified, adopting a pick-first valid data selection algorithm in place of voting, etc. Thus, they may be realizable with a hardware-only implementation with minimal processing overhead. Such simplicity is attractive given the critical nature and stringent certification design assurance processes, e.g. DO-254, associated with such components Note, as illustrated in Figure 6 , the architectural layout in the example architecture above still maintains the availability of the dual-lane control, since the channel hardware is consolidated with inline elements; hence, a failure in one channel does not impact the failure of the other. However, in accordance with the desires of MACIC and Universal FADEC technology visions, all sense and control data is on a single network.
In relation to scalability and processing performance perspective, this current architecture appears to be very enabling allowing computational power to be added without impacting the on-engine segments. However, such a strategy may present challenges to certification because the engine operation could be impacted by the reliability of the IMA. Even though IMA platforms are deigned to supply ultra-dependability guarantees (less than 10-9 chance of failure per operating hour), certification of a fully integrated architecture may be challenged by the increase in common-mode dependencies.
Figure 6. Architectural HW Lane mapping
To offset this fear and to improve system availability, additional computational nodes and switches may be added into the architecture as illustrated in Figure 7 . The additional computational resources may be similar or dissimilar, high-performance computational resources dedicated to engine control computations, alternatively they me be lower power nodes supporting only reversionary fall-back control. With the emergence of DO-254 certifiable soft processing cores entering the industry, the obsolescence issues associated with these dedicated, lower power computational resources may be resolvable as life-time IP ownership, and certification arguments are becoming feasible. Similarly with softcore processing engines the integration of the backup computation resource and network hardware is also becoming feasible. If interfaces become standardized the common use of components may also enable the production of high temperature instantiations of such integrated components economically feasible. Note that the ability of the BRAIN to compose simple COTS cores into high-integrity self-checking pairs (SCP) [HD+05] is very enabling as it allows standard and unmodified COTS cores to realize the high-integrity computational function with nearly zero software and hardware overheads. Such a configuration may be a suitable platform to host reversionary simplified control functions. As indicated in Figure 7 , the placement of the additional backup "revisionary control" elements with self-checking pairs (SCP) is important. In the ideal, they would be placed between the two "channels" of BRAIN based on-engine hardware. From such a location they have full access to both channels of the FADEC independently and all sensor data. This has the advantage that the IMA may cease operating in its entirety i.e. "fall of the plane" and the engine still performs without interruption. Such a strategy may also be useful for engine maintenance, allowing engines to power-up independent of the IMA platform. Note that this hybrid architecture is supported by simple priority-based synchronization and clique aggregation protocols of the BRAIN [PH08] where the start-up and recovery of timelines can be biased and prioritized for key specific nodes.
For larger engines, additional simplex or self-checking computational elements may be added to the network for localized distributed control. It should also be noted that in addition to self-checking configurations the BRAIN also enables three adjacent nodes to be configured into a TMR computational set. Hence, variants on this theme are also possible. Additional ring loop backs and cross channels are also possible. 
IV. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper we have presented an overview of communications challenges to achieve cost effective reliable onengine distributed control. We have also reviewed current and emerging communication technologies with respect to their relative strengths and weaknesses in light of these challenges. In the presentation of the BRAIN, we have illustrated how simple communications dependability augmentation strategies can improve availability and integrity, without increasing cost, weight nor wiring complexity.
With the presentation of the hybrid TTEthernet BRAIN architecture we have shown how the selection of a common scalable open technology such as switched Ethernet, that can implicitly support multiple communications bandwidths, it is possible to divide the distributed architecture into high-performance and low-performance segments using a common communications protocol. The flexibility and scalability of this architecture is very enabling towards the distributed FADEC control vision. This scheme enables the high-temperature on-engine control segments to be optimized with respect to the constraints of the extreme on engine environment, however it does not limit the communications bandwidth of the high-performance computational backbone, where experience has shown the requirements of reconfigurable control, and advance health monitoring may continue to increase demand. The integration of the high-performance computational platform within an IMA and the removal of the computation function from the on-engine system electronics are also very attractive from reliability and life-cycle cost optimization. The investment in high integrity compute hardware, and associated obsolescence management can then be amortized and managed at the airframe rather than remain a FADEC only expense. Similarly airframe resources such as cooling etc may leveraged to improve computational hardware reliability. In additional new functionality may be then added to the FADEC system without impacting the design of the on-engine segment.
However to achieve such and architecture we have emphasized that the composability of the architecture is a key element of consideration. In systems that share common computation and communications resources, it is required to be able to change and add additional tasks to the IMA without impacting the on-engine segments. We have shown that by leveraging the time-triggered buffering and store and forward action of the TTEthernet switch such decoupling is indeed possible without impacting real-time control capability. The use of a BRAIN based Ethernet to extend the reach of the high-integrity compute functions to the on-engine electronics is also very attractive, since with guaranteed data integrity redundancy management within the on-engine control electronics can be greatly simplified.
Finally utilizing the BRAIN's unique mechanisms for node pairing to configure high-integrity computational selfchecking pairs, together with the BRAIN's advanced synchronization and start-up control primitives, it is possible to supplement the architecture with additional compute capability to implement reversionary back up control. This is enabling as it can mitigate the common mode dependency of the IMA integration and reduce the associated certification risk. In addition it may enable maintenance etc to be performed without the full IMA present. Due to the high integrity guarantees of the self-checking pair configuration the redundancy management and complexity of the on-engine hardware remains and is largely impacted.
There are many other benefits from a common Ethernet based architecture that we have not discussed, such as simplified loading, and test equipment strategies, but it is hoped that the savings of a common communications infrastructure are more obvious in the regard.
The hybrid BRAIN architecture is the critical piece of DCS that interconnects the bus between each smart component. What BRAIN offers is a more effective management of redundancy by reducing complex control logics at the central levels and eliminating the bottlenecks. By standardizing the communication bus with a more fault tolerance, we can encourage COTS, and reuse of hardware and software can improve higher scale ability. This would make DCS more cost-effective and easier air framer integration.
It is hoped the architecture and rational presented in this paper is s considered interesting and relevant to the industry and that it serves to stimulate future architectural evolution, to bring the promised returns of the distributed control vision closer.
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